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EPRIE

Voices of participants

»EPRIE is about...
‒ connecting people
‒ creating understanding
‒ working towards solutions«

»EPRIE is a belief that any gap between nations
can be bridged; it is a place that gathers different
minds for the same aspiration; it verifies the
known and sheds light on the unknown.
It has been an unforgettable memory, an
inspiring experience, and indeed an honor to have
joined the EPRIE family.«
LI Yongshu

Franziska FROEHLICH
»EPRIE has given me an opportunity to reflect on the reconciliation process in East Asia
through learning about the European experience.
Although large differences between the two regions make a simple comparison difficult,
I learned that civil society played a vital role in the reconciliation process in Europe and
I believe that peace education programs like EPRIE can help foster cooperation through
interaction of young scholars, who may be key players in our society in the future.«
OAKU Yuko

Exchange Program for Regional Integration
in East Asia and Europe

EPRIE

CONTENT
10 to 12 day program annually held in Europe and East Asia alternately,
with intensive workshops and vivid exchanges of views including political talks,
visits to institutions and guided tours
AIM
To promote and improve dialogue between people of neighboring states, whose
relations have been troubled in the past; to develop personal contacts; to build a long
lasting network; to stimulate and foster the development of further cooperation.
TARGET GROUP
20 participants from Europe (France, Germany, Poland), and East Asia (China, Japan, and Korea)
from academia as well as young professionals with fluent English ability aged between 25 to 35 years
PARTNERS
Organizations and foundations engaged in international understanding like Robert Bosch Stiftung,
Japan office of the Friedrich-Ebert Foundation, and other local partners

